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 1.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC19-00859 
CASE NAME: BARRON RESTORATION VS BRIAN SH 
HEARING ON DEMURRER TO CROSS COMPLAINT of SHIELDS FILED BY 
BARRON RESTORATION, ROBERT BARRON MOSTELLER 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 

Cross Defendants Barron Restoration and Robert Mosteller’s demurrer to the cross-

complaint is overruled as to cause of action seven and sustained with leave to amend as 

to causes of action one to six against Mosteller. Cross-Complainants may file and serve an 

amended cross-complaint by July 30, 2021. Barron Restoration’s answer shall be filed and 

served by August 20, 2021. 

Disgorgement (cause of action 7) 

Defendants argue that this claim is time barred. In order to make this argument, 

however, Defendants rely on a declaration from counsel stating that the cross-complainants 

terminated cross-defendants’ work on July 30, 2018. Such information is outside the allegations 

in the complaint and thus, not part of the Court’s analysis on a demurrer. Based on the 

allegations in the complaint, it is not clear when the statute of limitations began to run and thus, 

the statute of limitations argument fails.  

The Court declines to rule on Cross-Complainants’ objection to evidence as the 

declaration provides extrinsic evidence that cannot be considered on demurrer.  

Demurrer to cause of action 7 is overruled.  
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Assuming, however, that the Court considered the representation of counsel on when 

the contract was terminated, the statute of limitations argument would still fail as to Cross-

Defendant Barron Restoration.   

There is a one year statute of limitations on disgorgement claims pursuant to Business 

and Professions Code section 7031 that begins to accrue at the “completion or cessation of the 

performance of the act or contract at issue”. (Eisenberg Village etc. v. Suffolk Construction Co., 

Inc. (2020) 53 Cal.App.5th 1201, 1203.) The statute of limitations on claims in a cross-complaint 

is tolled upon the filing of the complaint. (ZF Micro Devices, Inc. v. TAT Capital Partners, 

Ltd. (2016) 5 Cal.App.5th 69, 92; see also, California Judges Benchbook, Civil Procedure 

Before Trial §12.196.) The late-filed reply failed to address the tolling issue.  

Here, Cross-Defendants’ attorney claims that the contract was terminated on July 30, 

2018. The complaint was filed on April 30, 2019, which is less than one year after the contract 

was terminated. Thus, based upon the facts represented by Cross-Defendants’ attorney, the 

statute of limitations has not expired as to Barron Restoration. Cross-Defendant Robert 

Mosteller was not part of the original complaint and thus the statute of limitations may have run 

as to the disgorgement claim against him.  

Claims Against Mosteller (causes of action one through six)  

As to causes of action one through six, Cross-Defendants argue that the claims against 

Robert Mosteller, an individual, fail. Cross-Defendants argue that causes of action one to six are 

against Barron and the Mosteller is only being sued as the director of officer of Barron.  

“Corporate director or officer status neither immunizes a person from personal liability for 

tortious conduct nor subjects him or her to vicarious liability for such acts.” (PMC, Inc. v. 

Kadisha (2000) 78 Cal.App.4th 1368, 1379.) Corporate officers and directors generally “do not 

incur personal liability for torts of the corporation merely by reason of their official position, 

unless they participate in the wrong or authorize or direct that it be done.” (United States Liability 

Ins. Co. v. Haidinger-Hayes (1970) 1 Cal.3d 586, 595.) “It is well settled that corporate directors 

cannot be held vicariously liable for the corporation's torts in which they do not participate. Their 

liability, if any, stems from their own tortious conduct, not from their status as directors or 

officers of the enterprise. [Citation.]”  (Frances T. v. Village Green Owners Assn. (1986) 42 

Cal.3d 490, 503.)  

Here, Mosteller is an “officer, director, principal and alter ego of BARRON [Restoration].” 

(Cross-Comp. ¶3.) The facts alleged in causes of action one through six do not show any 

conduct by Mosteller, but instead generally allege actions by the Cross-Defendants. In addition, 

the claims here are based on a contract between Cross-Complainants and Barron. Cross-

Complainants have not alleged what actions were done by Mosteller that would make him 

directly liable. Thus, the demurrer to causes of action one to six by Mosteller is sustained with 

leave to amend.  
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The reply was filed two court day late and was not considered by the Court. The 

contents of the reply, if timely, would not change the outcome of the demurrer.  

  

  
 2.  TIME:  11:15   CASE#: MSC19-01122 
CASE NAME: BOLLA VS. PRESIDIUM PARTNERS 
HEARING ON MOTION FOR SUMMARY ADJUDICATION OF ISSUES ON 
COMPLAINT FILED BY PAUL JERRY BOLLA 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
 On June 24, 2021, the Court published a tentative ruling denying the motion for summary 

adjudication (“MSA”) filed by plaintiff Paul Jerry Bolla (“Bolla”). Bolla timely contested that 

tentative ruling, and the Court held a hearing on June 25, 2021, at which Bolla, as well as some 

of the defendants in this matter, Dunken Law Group, Dunken Weeks, Bert Terry Dunken, Jason 

Weeks, and Kohls Dunken & Associates (collectively, “Dunken”), appeared through counsel.  

After argument, the Court sought supplemental briefing on two questions: 

1. Can Bolla supplement his MSA submission to correct so-called “technical deficiencies;” 

and, 

2. Assuming the Court denies Bolla’s MSA, is that ruling with or without prejudice? 

The Court has considered those questions, and rules as follows: 

Bolla may not supplement his MSA submission for two reasons:  

First, Bolla failed to authenticate the key documents supporting his motion. As a result, the 

motion was essentially unsupported by any evidence. Further, Bolla failed to identify or address 

the controlling law. As a result, the motion fell well short of demonstrating that an application of 

the controlling law to the purportedly undisputed facts entitled Bolla to judgment. 

Second, the Court will not permit Bolla to supplement the MSA to correct these deficiencies 

(technical or not). The Court’s analysis in this regard begins with the relevant statutory 

language, section 437c(a)(2), which says, in relevant part: 

Notice of the motion and supporting papers shall be served on all parties to the 

action at least 75 days before the time appointed for hearing. 

A declaration or other means of authenticating the crucial documentary evidence supporting the 

motion certainly is a “supporting paper.” Likewise a memorandum of law identifying and 

addressing the controlling law. Stating perhaps the obvious, if the Court permitted Bolla to 

prepare, file, and serve those materials now, they could not be served on all parties to the action 

at least 75 days before the time appointed for hearing (June 25, 2021). 

Recent authority confirms that the language of section 437c(a)(2) is mandatory, and that the 

Court is without discretion to shorten the 75-day notice requirement. (Cuff v. Grossmont Union 
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High School Dist. (2013) 221 Cal.App.4th 582, 595-596 [noting that trial courts have discretion 

to alter several of the timing requirements related to summary judgment, but that the summary 

judgment statute does not contain discretionary language related to the 75-day notice period].) 

No order of the Court may alter mandatory procedural or timing requirements set forth by 

statute. (See First State Ins. Co. v. Super. Ct. (2000) 79 Cal.App.4th 324, 330-331.) 

Further, were the Court to permit Bolla to supplement his motion to correct the substantial 

omissions, the Court would run a grave risk of violating Dunken’s due process rights. “Where a 

remedy as drastic as summary judgment is involved, due process requires a party be fully 

advised of the issues to be addressed and be given adequate notice of what facts it must rebut 

in order to prevail.” (San Diego Watercrafts, Inc. v. Wells Fargo Bank (2002) 102 Cal.App.4th 

308, 316.) In San Diego Watercrafts, the trial court considered evidence the moving party 

submitted for the first time on reply, and the appellate court reversed.  

Here, Bolla filed a deficient motion—one that failed to authenticate the key documentary 
evidence, and one that failed to address the controlling law. Now, Bolla wants a second bite at 
the apple. Unlike the moving party in San Diego Watercrafts, Bolla does not want to present 
evidence for the first time on reply, Bolla wants to present evidence for the first time after all the 
briefing has closed, and even after the hearing has been held. Further, Bolla wants to present 
critical legal argument for the first time not on reply, but after all the briefing has closed, and 
even after the hearing has been held. But the express language of section 437c(a)(2), as well as 
prevailing authority, forbid this. Dunken could respond only to the evidence Bolla presented with 
the motion. Dunken could oppose only the legal arguments Bolla presented with the motion. It 
follows that the Court must decide the motion based on the evidence and argument Bolla 
submitted with the motion, not the evidence and argument Bolla wishes he submitted.  
 
The Court will not permit Bolla to supplement the motion. The motion is denied. 

The Court next addresses the character of its ruling. Bolla wants the Court to characterize its 
ruling as without prejudice to future filings. Dunken wants the ruling to be with prejudice to 
prevent future filings. To be clear, the Court is denying Bolla’s motion because Bolla failed to 
carry his initial burden. There are two separate and independent reasons the Court finds that 
Bolla failed to carry his initial burden.  
 
First, Bolla failed to present admissible evidence that any contract exists. Second, Bolla failed to 
identify or address the controlling law, and so failed to convince the Court that an application of 
that law to the purportedly undisputed facts entitled him to judgment. Those particular rulings 
are with prejudice, and those particular rulings are sufficient for the Court to decide the matter 
before it. Further analysis is unnecessary, and the Court declines to issue an advisory opinion 
as to the effect on a future motion that may reach the merits of this litigation. (See, e.g., Pacific 
Legal Foundation v. California Coastal Commission (1982) 33 Cal.3d 158, 171.)  
 
Resolving the question implied here—whether Bolla can file a subsequent motion making the 
same or similar arguments as those made in the instant motion—is likewise unnecessary to the 
disposition of the presently-pending motion. It suffices here to identify the reasons the Court is 
denying this motion, and to say that the Court's ruling on those particular points is with 
prejudice. The Court declines to speculate on how it might rule on different questions, or how it 
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might treat a speculative future motion. If such a motion is brought, the Court will consider and 
rule on it in due course. 
 
In the event this ruling is timely contested it will be heard in person at the courthouse, at 11:15 
a.m. 
 

  

 3.  TIME:  10:15   CASE#: MSC20-00827 
CASE NAME: DOE VS WEAMER 
HEARING ON MOTION TO/FOR: COMPEL FURTHER RESPONSES TO DISCOVERY 
REQUESTS, FILED BY JANE DOE 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
     The Plaintiff ignores the discovery facilitator’s reasonable suggestions and in the face of 
them seeks to compel further discovery. Plaintiff failed to propound appropriate discovery in the 
first instance. Her ongoing conduct is unreasonable, including obstruction of the meet and 
confer process. The motion is without merit and is denied.  
 
     The defendant should not have to pay the costs of opposing unnecessary and unreasonable 
motions. As a result the Plaintiff is ordered to pay Defendant’s counsel $2000 (being the 
reasonable amount of attorney’s fees) no later than 7/23/21, regardless of when an order after 
hearing is eventually entered. Plaintiff is admonished that failure to timely pay this by 7/23/21 
may result in terminating sanctions.  
 
    If this ruling is timely contested, the hearing will be in person at the Courthouse, at 10:15 a.m. 
The amount awarded may be increased to reflect the reasonable cost of preparing and 
attending argument, if contested. 

  

 4.  TIME:  10:15   CASE#: MSC20-00827 
CASE NAME: DOE VS WEAMER 
HEARING ON MOTION TO/FOR TERMINATING AND MONETARY SANCTIONS 
FILED BY EDWARD WEAMER 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
     On 12/11/20 Judge Treat ordered Plaintiff to provide full and complete discovery responses 
and to pay sanctions in an amount of $500 within 30 days. According to Defendant the Plaintiff 
has failed to comply and Defendant seeks terminating sanctions including the fees and costs of 
bringing this motion. According to the Plaintiff there is no valid order compelling her to do these 
two things. She is incorrect. Clearly Plaintiff has notice of the order (though why Defendant 
never submitted an order after hearing is never explained). The parties failed to agree to a 
protective order so the 30 day provision applies. The Plaintiff obstructed that stipulated 
protective order.  
 
    This motion for terminating sanctions is continued to 9/17/21 at 9 a.m. Defense counsel is to 
file an order after hearing (for the 12/11/20 hearing) by 7/19/21. Defense is to serve that order 
by 7/23/21. Defense may supplement their moving papers with an update on the two 
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outstanding matters by no earlier than 8/23/21 and no later than 8/30/21. Plaintiff may reply to 
that by not later than 9/7/21. Check for the tentative decision after 1.30 p.m. the day before, in 
the usual way. 
 
    The Plaintiff is cautioned that her position that she was unaware of the 12/11/20 order is 
without merit, she appealed that order on two separate occasions. The 12/11/20 order is fully 
reflected in the minutes after the hearing, after oral argument was had. In the absence of full 
and complete discovery responses and payment of $500 by 8/23/21 the Court is considering 
terminating sanctions as a result of the failure to comply with the 12/11/20 order.  In addition 
further sanctions may be imposed for the costs and fees of this motion. 
 
If this ruling is timely contested, the hearing will be in person at the Courthouse, at 10:15 a.m. 

  

 5.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC20-01382 
CASE NAME: SIMON VS CONTRA COSTA WATER DI 
HEARING ON DEMURRER TO 3rd Amended COMPLAINT of SIMON FILED BY 
CONTRA COSTA WATER DISTRICT 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
           The hearing on the demurrer to plaintiff’s Third Amended Complaint (“TAC”) is 
continued to August 6, 2021, 9:00 a.m. to allow for supplemental briefing as described below. 
The Case Management Conference set for this date is also continued to August 6, at which time 
the Court expects plaintiff’s counsel’s to explain his failure to appear at the July 14th CMC. 

It appears that any discussion of the timeliness of later-added causes of action, or later-

added defendants, must start with the relation back doctrine. While defendants Contra Costa 

Water District (“District”), Chris Hentz, Rachel Murphy, and Steve Welch argue that certain 

FEHA causes of action (1, 3-8) are untimely pursuant to FEHA’s one-year statute of limitations, 

it is undisputed that the initial civil complaint was filed within one year from the “Right to Sue” 

letter. Despite the Court previously calling attention to relation back in its ruling on defendants’ 

demurrer to the SAC, this inquiry, and the related primary rights analysis, is lacking from the 

parties briefs. Parties are requested to discuss these issues. 

Further analysis is also requested as to the notice and prejudice aspects of equitable 

tolling -- how defendants in this case were, or were not, put on notice about the need to 

investigate the facts underlying new FEHA claims, and any liability of the new defendants. This 

factual inquiry is “[t]he critical question” in any equitable tolling of the statute of limitations. 

Parties are requested to discuss why defendants would have (or would not have) been 

prompted to “identify the sources of evidence which might be needed to defend against the 

second claim.” (Collier v. City of Pasadena (1983) 142 Cal.App.3d 917, 925.)  

Parties shall simultaneously file supplemental briefs, not to exceed ten double-spaced 

pages, by July 22, 2021. The briefs shall be served by email by close of business that day. 

Courtesy copies shall be delivered to Department 7 no later than July 23, 2021.  
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 6.  TIME:  10:45   CASE#: MSC20-01512 
CASE NAME: MITCHELL VS KEITH 
HEARING ON MOTION TO/FOR INTERLOCUTORY JUDGMENT FOR PARTITION 
FILED BY DENNIS MITCHELL 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
  Plaintiff’s Motion for Interlocutory Judgment for Partition by Sale of Property is denied. 

Background 

 Doyle Mitchell was the owner of the Property located at 855 South 55th Street, El 

Cerrito, built in or about 1964.  Doyle filed a deed transferring the Property to his trust, the Doyle 

Mitchell Revocable Trust of July 9, 2004.  Doyle Mitchell was the original trustee. He named two 

of his children, Marinda Keith and Dennis Mitchell, as successor co-trustees. His seven children 

were named as beneficiaries to the Trust.  

 Doyle passed away on August 14, 2005. The Trust provides that the primary residence, 

855 South 55th Street be given to children, to be divided equally.  Over the past 16 years, none 

of the beneficiaries has exercised the option to purchase.  Plaintiff alleges Defendant Keith has 

expressed an interest, but has not taken any steps to purchase, but refuses to sell. The Property 

is the only remaining asset of the Trust.   

 On July 14, 2006, Defendant Keith, as successor trustee, recorded a Grant Deed 

granting the Property to all of the Doyle’s children as community Property.   

 

Motion 

 Dennis Mitchell, an individual, and as Successor Trustee of the Doyle Mitchell 

Revocable Trust of July 9, 2004, moves for an order granting partition by sale of real Property 

commonly known as 855 South 55th Street, El Cerrito.  This motion is brought pursuant to Code 

of Civil Procedure §§ 872.210, 872.710(b), and 872.720.    

 Plaintiff argues that additional orders are allowed if the Court grants the interlocutory 

judgment for partition.  Plaintiff seeks appointment of referee (CCP § 873.010-873.030) and that 

the partition by sale proceeds as a private sale, rather than public auction. (CCP § 873.520.)  A 

standard private sale, listed by a licensed real estate broker will afford the best value of the 

Property. 

 The motion is brought on the ground there are no issues to be tried as to Plaintiff’s 

partition cause of action.   Plaintiff claims to be the sole owner of the Property in his capacity as 

successor of the Trust.  (Mitchell Decl., ¶6) As co-trustee, Plaintiff claims an absolute right, as a 

matter of law, to an interlocutory judgment for partition in order to effectuate the terms of the 

Trust.  The Trust expressly states how the co-trustees are to the dispose of the Property.  The 

Trust does not contain a provision waiving partition. Plaintiff argues partition by sale is the only 

viable manner of partition and more equitable than division of the Property.   
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 Defendant Marinda Keith, the other co-trustee, opposes the motion on the ground 

Plaintiff failed to demonstrate the ownership interests in the subject property are undisputed.   

  

Analysis 

 “Under California law, the term ‘partition’ signifies ‘the procedure for segregating and 

terminating common interests in the same parcel of Property.’ [Citation.]”  (14859 Moorpark 

Homeowner's Assn. v. VRT Corp. (1998) 63 Cal.App.4th 1396, 1404-1405.)  “[P]artition does 

not create or convey a new or additional title or interest but merely severs the unity of 

possession….”  (Noble v. Beach (1942) 21 Cal.2d 91, 95.)  “In a partition, there is no change of 

title between the tenants in common -- it is simply a dividing up of what the parties already own. 

After the partition each tenant in common has exactly the same proportional interest in the 

property that he had prior thereto. The only difference is that now his interest is in severalty, 

while prior to the partition it was in common.”  (Rancho Santa Margarita v. Vail (1938) 11 Cal.2d 

501, 539.) 

 A co-owner of real or personal Property may bring an action for partition. (Code Civ. 

Proc., § 872.210.)  Code of Civil Procedure § 872.720 provide:  “If the court finds that the 

plaintiff is entitled to partition, it shall make an interlocutory judgment that determines the 

interests of the parties in the property and orders the partition of the property and, unless it is to 

be later determined, the manner of partition.”  “The function of the interlocutory judgment is to 

permit the trial court to determine those matters which have been presented to it for 

determination, and which it can determine upon the evidence submitted to it without the 

necessity of a referee.”  (Richmond v. Dofflemyer (1980) 105 Cal.App.3d 745, 755.) 

 The problem with Plaintiff’s motion is Plaintiff has stated as varying interests in the 

Property, all of which conflict with the intention of the Trust. In the FAC, Plaintiff alleges that he 

and Defendant each hold a 50% undivided interests in the Property, however there is no 

recorded deed granting Plaintiff and Defendant this interest in property. By contrast, the motion 

also confusingly characterize Plaintiff as sole owner of the Property at certain points, but then as 

co-owner with co-trustee Defendant at other points.  Still at another point claims a 1/7th interest 

with his siblings.   

 In his Declaration, Plaintiff states, “I, in my capacity as successor trustee…am the sole 

owner of the Property.  Title to the Property was confirmed in the Litigation Guarantee 

Report….”  (Dennis Mitchell Decl., ¶6.)  The Litigation Guarantee does note title is vested in 

Dennis Mitchell, however, it does not state “as sole owner.”  It does states title vested in Mitchell 

is “subject to Items Nos. 8 and 13.  (Litigation Guarantee, Exhibit 1, page 7, attached to Decl. of 

Mitchell) Item 8 on page 11 of the Litigation Guarantee states in part, “The effect of a deed 

dated July 14, 2006, executed by Marinda Keith successor Trustee....” The 2006 purports to 

grant the Property to Michael Mitchell, Dennis Mitchell, Harry Joe Mitchell, Linda Wells, Marinda 

Keith, Richard Mitchell, and Daphiney Mitchell-Caganap as community property. 
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 Plaintiff acknowledges the existence of the 2006 Grant Deed, but argues the deed is 

invalid as Co-Trustee Keith unilaterally recorded the Deed in violation of Probate Code § 15620.  

Probate Code § 15620 provides, “Unless otherwise provided in the trust instrument, a power 

vested in two or more trustees may only be exercised by their unanimous action.”  However, 

Plaintiff has not taken steps to set aside the Deed under Probate Code § 16420.  Instead, 

Plaintiff would have the Court disregard the conveyance as null and void and given no weight to 

the Deed.  Plaintiff maintains it undisputed that the Property remains under the record 

ownership of Dennis Mitchell as success trustee.  

 A motion to set aside the 2006 Deed is not before the Court and the Court is not inclined 

to disregard this evidence.  It raises a question of fact as to ownership interest in the property. 

“[A]n interlocutory judgment in a partition action is to include two elements: a determination of 

the parties' interests in the Property and an order granting the partition. (§ 872.720, subd. (a).) 

Second, the manner of partition—i.e., a physical division or sale of the Property—is to be 

decided when or after the parties' ownership interests are determined, but not before.”  

(Summers v. Superior Court (2018) 24 Cal.App.5th 138, 143.)  The Court’s role is not only to 

determine manner of partition, which is Plaintiff’s focus, but also the parties’ interest. 

 “‘[A]lthough the action of partition is of statutory origin in this state, it is nonetheless an 

equitable proceeding ….’ [Citation.]” (Cummings v. Dessel (2017) 13 Cal.App.5th 589, 596-597.)  

Plaintiff has provided little and conflicting evidence of the parties’ interest, other than his own. 

Plaintiff claims the Keith is named as party solely because she is a co-trustee of the Trust, but 

fails to name the other beneficiaries.  In fact, the Court is not convinced the remaining siblings 

should not be parties to the partition action, given the 2006 Grant Deed.  CCP § 872.230(c) 

provides the complaint shall set forth, “All interests of record or actually known to the plaintiff 

that persons other than the plaintiff have or claim in the property and that the plaintiff reasonably 

believes will be materially affected by the action, whether the names of such persons are known 

or unknown to the plaintiff.”   

 For these reasons, the motion for interlocutory judgment for partition is denied. 

If this ruling is timely contested, the hearing will be in person at the Courthouse, at 10:45 a.m. 

  

  

 7.  TIME:  10.30   CASE#: MSC20-02440 
CASE NAME: RILEY VS RAJOURA ET AL. 
HEARING ON DEMURRER TO 1st Amended COMPLAINT of RILEY FILED BY 
ANITA SHER 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 

 The court rules as follows on defendant Sher’s demurrer to plaintiffs’ First Amended 

Complaint (“FAC”).  The demurrer is sustained with leave to amend as to the Fourth, Sixth, 

Seventh, Twelfth, and Fourteenth Causes of Action.  (CCP § 430.10 (e).)  It is moot as to the 

Eighth and Sixteenth Causes of Action, because plaintiffs have dismissed Sher from those 
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causes of action.  Plaintiffs may amend only their existing causes of action, not add any new 

ones.  Any amended complaint shall be filed and served on or before July 30, 2021.   

Background 
 
This case arises out of plaintiff’s rental of real property located at 648 Davona Drive in 

San Ramon, California.  Plaintiffs allege there was a mold problem at the property and that, 
when they demanded remediation, defendants initially suggested that plaintiffs should just move 
without legally required compensation, and then negligently remediated and made the mold 
condition worse.  Plaintiffs allege physical injury and property damage.  The defendants include 
the property owners and their alleged agent regarding remediation of the mold problems, Anita 
Sher. 

 
Sher now demurs to the Fourth, Sixth, Seventh, Twelfth, and Fourteenth Causes of 

Action. 
 
Fourth Cause of Action, Negligence: 
 
Sher argues this cause of action fails to allege facts showing she owed a legal duty to 

plaintiffs or that any breach of duty caused damages to plaintiffs. 
 
Plaintiffs have filed a 45-page FAC, with 250 numbered paragraphs, approximately 81 of 

which set for general factual allegations.  Included among the allegations are some that are 
clearly not actionable, such as spoliation of evidence.  The court will therefore focus instead on 
a much narrower set of allegations that state the best case for duty, breach, causation and 
damages. 

 
 The FAC alleges that plaintiffs began renting the property in December 2017.  On 
October 23, 2018, plaintiffs noticed mold growing on the ceiling.  They notified the property 
owners, the Rajouras, and asked that testing be performed.  On November 5, 2018, a company 
called Indoor Restore inspected the property and told plaintiffs that black mold existed in the 
garage.  They advised plaintiffs not to use the garage or eat any of the food they had stored 
there.   
 
 On November 8, 2018, another company, ServPro Restoration, also inspected the 
garage.  Plaintiffs, the Rajouras, and Sher were all present at the inspection.  Sher was present 
as the Rahouras’ agent and to make sure the interior remediation work was done correctly 
concerning the mold.  (¶ 32.)   Sher undertook a duty to monitor, inspect, and help remedy the 
toxic mold at the Property.  (¶ 129.)  
 
 These allegations allege sufficient facts to show that Sher owed a duty to plaintiffs.  An 
agent is always liable for her own torts, whether the principal is liable or not, and in spite of the 
fact that the agent acts in accordance with the principal’s directions.  (3 Witkin, Summary of 
California Law (11th Ed. 2017), Agency and Employment, §210, p. 272; CC § 2343 (3); Bayuk v. 
Edson (1965) 236 Cal.App.2d 309, 320.) Further, a party who has no duty to act in the first 
place may create one by undertaking to act.  (See Peredia v. HR Mobile Services, Inc. (2015) 
25 Cal.App.5th 680, 687-688.)   
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 On the issue of breach of duty, the FAC alleges the following. After the inspection on 
November 8, 2018, ServPro notified one of the owners, one of the plaintiffs, and Sher that the 
Property was uninhabitable, that plaintiffs needed to relocate immediately, and that plaintiffs 
could not remove anything from the house because plaintiffs’ possessions were contaminated 
with mold.  (¶ 36.)  ServPro also notified these individuals that it would take four to six weeks to 
make the Property habitable.  (¶ 37.)  Plaintiffs took up temporary residence at various 
Extended Stay Americas.  (¶ 39, 40.)   

 
Both the first remediation company and the second, ServPro, instructed Sher that any 

remediation work that was performed without adequate precautions would disrupt the mold even 
further, making the possessions at the Property even more hazardous and contaminated than 
they already were.  (¶ 48.)  Nevertheless, on November 17, 2018, the Rajouras and Sher 
entered the Property and performed minor repairs, impliedly without taking adequate 
precautions.  (¶ 45.)  Sher breached her duty to plaintiffs by interfering with the remedial efforts 
related to the toxic mold at the Property.  (¶ 130b.) 

 
These allegations would be sufficient to allege that Sher breached her duty of care 

except that the key paragraph, 45, is undermined by three subsequent paragraphs, 49-51, that 
allege the Rajouras were the ones to perform improper repairs on November 8, 2018.  If, in fact, 
Sher was not involved in making those repairs, she has a right to expose that at the pleading 
stage rather than waiting to file a motion for summary judgment.  Therefore, while the court 
might ordinarily rule that the allegation of Sher’s involvement in paragraph 45 is sufficient to 
allege breach of duty in the absence of a special demurrer for uncertainty, it will not do so here.  
(See Perez v. Golden Empire Transit Dist. (2012) 209 Cal.App.4th 1228, 1235-1236 (“specific 
allegations in a complaint control over an inconsistent general allegation”).  Plaintiff must either 
amend paragraphs 49-51 to show that both Sher and the Rajouras performed these repairs, or 
amend paragraph 45 to make clear that Sher did not perform those repairs, leaving the court to 
evaluate whether Sher breached any other legal duty and caused any damages.  The court 
notes, however, that it is not impressed with the allegation that Sher improperly suggested 
plaintiffs should abandon their lease and move rather than force the Rajouras to pay the cost of 
temporary housing.  It is not clear what damages that caused.  Plaintiffs did not abandon their 
lease and the Rajouras did pay for temporary housing, at least initially. 

 
Regarding causation, the FAC alleges that as a result of Sher’s conduct, plaintiffs 

suffered property damage.  (¶ 134.)  This is a sufficient allegation of causation.  (See Taylor v. 
Oakland Scavenger Co. (1938) 12 Cal.2d 310, 316.) 

 
 Because one element – breach of duty – has not been sufficiently alleged, the  
demurrer to this cause of action is sustained, with leave to amend. 
  

Sixth Cause of Action, Negligent Failure to Perform Covenant to Repair: 
 

 This cause of action alleges that there was an express or implied obligation in the lease 
for the Rajouras to keep the Property in good repair.  (¶ 142.)  Sher was acting as an agent for 
the Rajouras.  (¶ 143.)  All defendants had the duty to act prudently regarding the dangerous 
conditions at the Property.  Defendants breached their duty by “failing to disclose, repair, or take 
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affirmative action to disclose or repair the toxic mold” at the Property.  (¶ 147.)  
 
 The court concludes this cause of action is deficient.  In their Opposition, plaintiffs never 
make clear why they have included this cause of action, what it adds to their case, or how it 
differs from their Fourth Cause of Action, for Negligence.  Sher is not a party to the lease.  She 
cannot be sued for breach of contract. 
 
 Plaintiffs may just be citing the lease as the document that creates a duty to repair on the 
part of someone.  But if that is the case, they fail to allege why Sher is that someone.  They 
allege at the outset of the FAC that the lease was executed in December 2017.  (¶ 11.)  
Nowhere do they allege that Sher had anything to do with the performance of any duties under 
the lease until November 8, 2018, when Sher was at the Property as an agent concerning 
correction of the mold problem.  (¶ 32.)  Thus, they allege no facts that would impose any 
obligation on Sher to disclose or repair the mold problem before then.  But this cause of action 
does not make clear that it only seeks to hold Sher liable for what happened on and after 
November 8, 2018, rather than for earlier events. 
 
 The demurrer to the Sixth Cause of Action is sustained, with leave to amend. 
 
 Seventh Cause of Action, Negligent Repair:  
 
 This cause of action alleges that all defendants owed plaintiffs a duty of care to act as a 
prudent landlord or agent of a landlord, including to ensure that the Property was free from all 
defects or dangerous conditions prior to and during plaintiffs’ tenancy.  (¶ 150.) 
 
 If this cause of action seeks to hold Sher liable for creating the mold condition or failing 
to disclose it before November 8, 2018, it is defective for the same reasons as the Sixth Cause 
of Action.  It fails to allege facts showing Sher had any duty before then.  And if it seeks to hold 
Sher liable only on the same basis as the Fourth Cause of Action, for Negligence, plaintiffs fail 
to explain why this cause of action is not redundant with the Fourth Cause of Action as to Sher. 
 
 The demurrer to the Seventh Cause of Action is sustained, with leave to amend. 
 
 Twelfth Cause of Action, Retaliatory Eviction: 
 
 The Twelfth Cause of Action alleges that during their tenancy plaintiffs made complaints 
to Sher about dangerous and defective conditions and asked Sher to repair them.  (¶ 198.)  In 
response, “defendants acted in a concerted effort to evict plaintiffs.”  (¶ 199.)  These acts by 
“defendants” included entering the Property without permission or notice to plaintiffs, telling 
plaintiff to find other housing if she found the Property to be uninhabitable, and saying they 
would stop paying for plaintiffs’ hotel accommodations on November 21, 2018 unless plaintiffs 
relinquished possession before termination of the lease.  (¶ 200 b, c, and d.)   
 
 In pertinent part, Civil Code section 1942.5 provides: 
 

(a)  If the lessor retaliates against the lessee because of the exercise by the lessee of the 
lessee’s rights under this chapter . . ., and if the lessee of a dwelling is not in default as 
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to the payment of rent, the lessor may not recover possession of a dwelling in any action 
or proceeding, cause the lessee to quit involuntarily, increase the rent, or decrease any 
services . . . 
. . . 

(h) Any lessor or agent of a lessor who violates this section shall be liable to the       lessee 
in a civil action . . . 

 
A cause of action under section 1942.5 is a statutory cause of action.  Statutory causes 

of action must be alleged specifically.  (Covenant Care, Inc. v. Superior Court (2004) 32 Cal.4th 
771, 790.) 

 
This cause of action is not sufficiently specific as to defendant Sher.  Again, the FAC 

alleges that Sher became involved on November 8, 2018 and was the Rajouras’ agent 
regarding remediation of the mold problem.  This cause of action does not state what complaints 
and requests for repairs plaintiffs made to Sher and when they made them, or how Sher acted in 
concert with the Rajouras in an effort to evict plaintiffs.  It alleges that the Rajouras issued and 
then withdrew a notice of eviction before the end of the tenancy in December 2018, but not that 
Sher had any role in this.  (¶ 41, 44.)  It alleges that defendants entered the Property without 
permission on November 17, 2018 to effect repairs, but also alleges that plaintiffs were told by 
ServPro on November 8, 2018 it was unsafe to live at the Property until repairs were made and 
that plaintiffs demanded repairs.  Thus, it implies plaintiffs did give permission for defendants to 
enter on November 17, 2018.  Otherwise, the repairs plaintiffs demanded could not be made.   

 
Further, the FAC alleges that Sher suggested on November 8, 2018 that plaintiffs might 

wish to move elsewhere if they found the Property so objectionable, but also that plaintiffs knew 
remediation of the mold problem would take four to six weeks, i.e., all the time remaining on 
their lease.  Under the circumstances, Sher’s comment that plaintiffs might wish to move could 
well be innocent rather than an attempt to retaliate against plaintiffs for making their complaint, 
particularly in light of the fact that regardless of the comment, plaintiffs immediately went to stay 
at a hotel and the Raoundas paid for that hotel, at least initially.  That leaves only the threat to 
stop paying for a hotel on November 18, 2018 unless plaintiffs relinquished any remaining time 
on the lease, but the FAC does not allege that Sher, specifically, made this threat or had any 
responsibility for it.  Generic allegations about what “defendants” did will not work for this 
statutory cause of action as to this defendant, who was not the landlord and had contact with 
plaintiffs only during the final month or two of their one-year lease. 

 
The demurrer to this cause of action is sustained, with leave to amend. 

 
 Fourteenth Cause of Action, Negligent Misrepresentation: 
 
 This cause of action alleges that in November 2018 Sher represented that the Property 
was in good condition, implying that it was free from defects and was habitable; the Property 
was not leaking; it was free from mold; it was properly repaired and maintained; that it was 
habitable and ready to sell; and that plaintiffs should move out of the Property and were not 
entitled to ask the Rajouras to pay for temporary accommodations.  (¶ 218.)   
 
 Sher argues this cause of action does not sufficiently allege that plaintiffs took any action 
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in reliance on, or suffered any damages because of, these representations. 
 
 An action for misrepresentation must be alleged specifically.  Here, without knowing the 
dates, form, and context of the representations with as much specificity as is apparent 
elsewhere in the FAC, it is impossible to tell whether plaintiffs acted before or after the 
representations, and, if only after, that plaintiffs took the actions they did because of the 
representations. 
 
 For instance, Sher only interacted with plaintiffs on and after November 8, 2018 and, by 
then, plaintiffs already believed the Property had mold in it and was not habitable.  So it is hard 
to see how plaintiffs justifiably relied on this representation.  Plaintiffs do not complain elsewhere 
in the FAC about leaks, so it is hard to see how they relied on the representation that there were 
no leaks.  And any representations that the Property was ready to be sold have nothing to do 
with plaintiffs, because plaintiffs do not allege they relied on those representations and bought 
the Property.  
 
 The only reliance that plaintiffs allege is that they remained at the Property and kept all 
their belongings there during the remediation based on these representations.  But the 
allegation that plaintiffs remained at the Property based on these representations makes no 
sense and is belied by other allegations in the FAC.   Plaintiffs allege elsewhere that they left the 
Property on November 8, 2018, and that they knew the remediation would take four to six weeks 
– all the time that remained on their lease anyway.  So plaintiffs did not remain at the Property, 
and they knew they would be unable to return before their lease was over.  And as for leaving 
their personal property on the premises while the remediation was performed, plaintiffs already 
alleged that they were told to leave their personal possessions at the Property by the 
remediation company because the possessions were contaminated.  (See ¶ 22, 28, 36.)  
 
 The demurrer to this cause of action is sustained, with leave to amend. 
 
If this ruling is timely contested, the hearing will be in person at the Courthouse, at 10:45 a.m. 

  

 8.  TIME:  10:45   CASE#: MSC20-02440 
CASE NAME: RILEY VS RAJOURA ET AL. 
HEARING ON MOTION TO/FOR STRIKE PORTIONS OF PLTF'S FIRST AMENDED 
COMPLAINT FILED BY ANITA SHER 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
Defendant Sher’s Motion to Strike is moot because the court has sustained the demurrer to all 
remaining causes of action alleged against her. 
 
If this ruling is timely contested, the hearing will be in person at the Courthouse, at 10:45 a.m. 
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 9.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC20-02519 
CASE NAME: C. HELFRICK VS P. HELFRICK, ET 
HEARING ON DEMURRER TO 2nd Amended CROSS COMPLAINT of HELFRICK 
FILED BY CHARLES HELFRICK 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
 Hearing continued, at the request of the moving party, to 8/6/21 at 9:00 a.m. in Dept. 07. 

  

10.  TIME:  11:00   CASE#: MSC21-00010 
CASE NAME: REALLAW, APC VS NEXUS SERVICES 
HEARING ON MOTION TO/FOR ORDER GRANTING RELIEF FR. ENTRY OF 
DEFAULT FILED BY NEXUS SERVICE INC.,, LIBRE BY NEXUS INC. 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 

While the Court is inclined to grant the motion, as described in the below discussion, no 
proposed answer has been formally filed. The parties are to appear by Zoom at 11 a.m. per the 
link and information below: 

https://www.zoomgov.com/j/1601184571?pwd=eHlYWWptRTlXbHZTbFRNYzA

rcmlOZz09 

Meeting ID: 160 118 4571 

Passcode: 456516 

 

Before the Court is a motion to set aside default pursuant to Code of Civil Procedure section 
473(b), filed by Defendants, Nexus Services Inc., a Georgia corporation and Libre Nexus Inc., a 
Georgia corporation (“Defendants”). Defendants bring this motion on the grounds that the 
default was entered because of their mistake, excusable neglect, and surprise.  

Brief Factual and Procedural Background 

The underlying Complaint in this action is for breach of a written contract for payment of legal 
fees. (Complaint at ¶ 17.) Plaintiff, Reallaw, APC (“Plaintiff”) alleges that Defendants are its 
former clients and are in breach of a written contract pursuant to which they owe at least 
$957,147.15 ($237,147.15 in flat weekly fees and expenses plus $720,000.00 in bonus 
payments) in legal fees (Id. at ¶ 12.)  

Plaintiff filed the Complaint on January 4, 2021. (Hassen Decl., ¶16.) Settlement discussions 
ensued, continuing at least through May. (Id. at ¶41.) Defendants were personally served on 
February 3, 2021. Id. at ¶25.) Despite ongoing attempts at informal resolution, Defendants 
stating that they had just retained new counsel, and Plaintiff’s assurance it would wait several 
days (“until Monday”) to take defaults, Plaintiff proceeded to take Defendants early, on the same 
day (March 10, 2021), after erroneously informing the Defendants (and former clients) that an 
answer would take “10 minutes to prepare.” (See id. at ¶¶37-38, Ex. J.)  

https://www.zoomgov.com/j/1601184571?pwd=eHlYWWptRTlXbHZTbFRNYzArcmlOZz09
https://www.zoomgov.com/j/1601184571?pwd=eHlYWWptRTlXbHZTbFRNYzArcmlOZz09
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On May 18, 2021, Defendants retained counsel to represent it in this action. (Donovan Decl., 
¶7.) On May 19, 2021, the parties appeared for a case management conference, at which 
counsel for Defendants indicated a motion would be filed to set aside the defaults. The following 
day, Plaintiff requested entry of a default judgment, despite having stated that no judgment 
would be sought until “at least September.” (Hassen Decl., ¶33.) 

On May 24, 2021, Defendants filed the present motion, which Plaintiff opposes, and on July 09, 
2021, Defendants filed a reply brief in support of the motion.  

Evidentiary Matters  

1. Plaintiffs’ Objection to Donovan Decl. ¶ 2, p. 1: 6-8 – Overruled. 
2. Plaintiffs’ Objection to Donovan Decl. ¶ 4, p. 1:11-17 – Overruled.   
3. Plaintiffs’ Objection to Donovan Decl. ¶ 5, p. 1: 18-22 – Overruled.   
4. Plaintiffs’ Objection to Donovan Decl. ¶ 5, p. 1: 22-24 – Overruled.   
5. Plaintiffs’ Objection to Donovan Decl. ¶ 6, p. 1: 25-27 – Overruled. 

  

Analysis 

Section 473 is a remedial statute to be “applied liberally” in favor of relief if the opposing party 
will not suffer prejudice. The law strongly favors trial and disposition on the merits. “Unless 
inexcusable neglect is clear, the policy favoring trial on the merits prevails.” (Minick v. City of 
Petaluma (2016) 3 Cal.App.5th 15, 24, quoting Elston v. City of Turlock (1985) 38 Cal.3d 227, 
235; CCP, § 473.) Further, Code of Civil Procedure, § 473 (b) provides that there are two types 
of relief: 1) mandatory relief; and 2) discretionary relief. (CCP, § 473 (b).) 

Mandatory relief under CCP § 473(b) 

Under the mandatory provision of CCP § 473, a party is relieved from the consequences of his 
or her attorney’s mistake, inadvertence, surprise, or neglect. Relief under the attorney fault 
provision is obligatory when an order of default is due to attorney fault, “whether excusable or 
not.” (Standard Microsystems Corp. v. Winbond Electronics Corp. (2009) 179 Cal.App.4th 868, 
894, disapproved on other grounds in Even Zohar Construction & Remodeling, Inc. v. Bellaire 
Townhouses, LLC (2015) 61 Cal.4th 830, 844.) The attorney fault “provision was manifestly 
intended to end the prior regime insofar as it had relegated victims of inexcusable attorney 
neglect to a separate action for malpractice.” (Standard Microsystems Corp. v. Winbond 
Electronics Corp., supra, 179 Cal.App.4th at 894.) 

Here, mandatory relief is not applicable because the evidence presented does not include an 
attorney’s affidavit of fault. The motion states, “Nexus mistakenly relied upon the advice and 
representation of its regularly retained counsel.” (Mot. at 1: 3-4, emphasis added.) Defendants 
apparently relied on their out-of-state counsel to locate representation on their behalf. (Donovan 
Decl., ¶4.) The attorney fault provision under CCP § 473(b) is not applicable here and therefore 
mandatory relief is unavailable.  

Discretionary relief under CCP § 473(b) 
 

Code of Civil Procedure section 473(b) provides for discretionary relief from default where the 
default was taken against a party due to that party’s mistake, inadvertence, surprise, or 
excusable neglect, so long as application for relief is made within a reasonable time, and in no 
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case exceeding six months, after the default was taken. Section 473 is a remedial statute to be 
“applied liberally” in favor of relief if the opposing party will not suffer prejudice. The law strongly 
favors trial and disposition on the merits. “Unless inexcusable neglect is clear, the policy 
favoring trial on the merits prevails.” (Minick v. City of Petaluma (2016) 3 Cal.App.5th 15, 24, 
quoting Elston v. City of Turlock (1985) 38 Cal.3d 227, 235 [superseded by statute on other 
grounds].) 

“[A] party who seeks relief under [section 473] must make a showing that due to some 
mistake, either of fact or of law, of himself or of his counsel, or through some 
inadvertence, surprise or neglect which may properly be considered excusable, the 
judgment or order from which he seeks relief should be reversed. In other words, a 
burden is imposed upon the party seeking relief to show why he is entitled to it, and the 
assumption of this burden necessarily requires the production of evidence.” (Kendall v. 
Barker (1988) 197 Cal.App.3d 619, 623-24 [quoting Hewins v. Walbeck (1943) 60 
Cal.App.2d 603, 609-610].)  

 
The Courts have interpreted “excusable mistake inadvertence, surprise or neglect” to mean one 

that any reasonably prudent person might have made under the same or similar circumstances. 

(Zamora v. Clayborn Contracting Group, Inc., (2002) 28 Cal.App.4th at 258; Austin v. Los 

Angeles Unified School Dist. (2016) 244 Cal.App.4th 918, 929 ["within the context of section 

473(b) neglect is excusable if a reasonably prudent person under similar circumstances might 

have made the same error"].) Nonetheless, only “very slight evidence” is required to justify a 

Court in setting aside the default (Kendall v. Barker, supra, at 623-24; Lasalle v. Vogel (2019) 36 

Cal.App.5th 127, 135.)  

Here, the default was entered due to “some mistake, either of fact or of law..., or through some 
inadvertence, surprise or neglect.” (CCP § 473(b).) Moving party’s motion claims that, “Nexus 
mistakenly relied upon the advice and representation of its regularly retained counsel.” (Mot. at 
1: 3-4.) Defendants’ reliance on its “regularly retained counsel” who stated that “he would take 
the lead in finding Nexus alternative representation” is reasonable and therefore, an excusable 
mistake. (Mot. at 1: 3-4, 16-17; Zamora v. Clayborn Contracting Group, Inc, supra, at 258.) A 
reasonably prudent person is likely to rely on his/her “regularly retained counsel” for help in 
locating suitable legal representation and therefore, the mistake is excusable. (Id.)  

Under the “very slight evidence” requirement, the settlement discussions between the Plaintiff 
and Defendants also support relief here. The discussions are, at times, confusing, incomplete, 
and disjointed. Even an attorney would have trouble interpreting them. The text message quoted 
in paragraph 37 of the Declaration of Michael Hassan states plaintiff would “wait until Monday” 
prior to requesting “entry” (presumably of default). Plaintiff also offered to “stipulate to have it set 
aside.” The declaration submitted by the CEO of Defendants, Michael Donovan, also indicates 
he believed that the parties had agreed to an arrangement in which the case would not be 
prosecuted, allowing Defendants not to retain counsel, in exchange for weekly payments being 
made. (Donovan Decl., ¶5.) This also establishes the mistake, inadvertence, surprise, or 
excusable neglect by Defendants.  

Defendants to File Declaration with their Proposed Answer Attached  
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While Defendants have submitted a proposed answer, it was not attached to any filed 
document. As a result, it has not yet been file-stamped. CCP section 473(b) requires the 
application for relief to “be accompanied by a copy of the answer.” The California Supreme 
Court has held that substantial compliance with this procedural requirement of the statute is 
sufficient, consistent with the liberal policy of granting relief under the statute and determining 
cases on the merits, and the remedial goals of § 473(b). (See County of Los Angeles v. Lewis 
(1918) 179 Cal. 398, 400-401; Job v. Farrington (1989) 209 Cal.App.3d 338, 340-341; County of 
Stanislaus v. Johnson (1996) 43 Cal.App.4th 832, 837-838.) 

Defendants shall attach their proposed answer to a supplemental declaration by counsel, file it 
with the clerk, and deliver a courtesy copy to Department 7 prior to the hearing.  

Ethical Obligations of Counsel 

Defendants argue Plaintiff failed to provide notice to Nexus in writing of Nexus’s right to 
arbitration pursuant to Cal. Bus. & Prof. Code § 6201 (a). (Mot. at 1: 17-19.) Such failure may be 
the basis for dismissal of an action (Bus. & Prof. Code, § 6201(a)), but it does not appear that is 
what Defendants seek. Additionally, Plaintiff presents evidence that “the right to arbitrate is in 
bold” in the fee agreement (Exh. A to Hassen Dec., ¶ 11). These issues are not crucial to a 
motion to set aside default. The standard at issue here is whether Defendants’ failure to respond 
was the result of “excusable inadvertence, mistake, or neglect.” (CCP § 473(b).)  

The Court does note, however, that Plaintiff should carefully consider any future attempts to 
rush to the courthouse in response to information that a defendant intends to defend itself. This 
sort of behavior has been criticized by appellate courts in no uncertain terms. (See, e.g., Lasalle 
v. Vogel (2019) 36 Cal.App.5th 127.) 
 

  

11.  TIME:  9:30   CASE#: MSC21-00099 
CASE NAME: COOLSYTEMS INC  VS M BRACE LLC 
HEARING ON MOTION TO/FOR VACATE ENTRY OF DEFAULT & SET ASIDE 
JUDGMENT FILED BY M BRACE LLC, DANIELA HAENA 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
Before the Court is a motion by defendants M. Brace, LLC ("Brace") and Daniela Haena aka 
Daniela Constantino to vacate their default and set aside the default judgment entered against 
them. For the reasons set forth, the motion is granted. Defaults entered against Brace and Ms. 
Constantino are vacated, and the default judgment is set aside. Defendants shall file their 
answer to the Complaint by July 26, 2021. The Court in its discretion declines Plaintiff's request 
for attorneys' fees and costs. 

Factual Background 

Plaintiff CoolSystems, Inc. filed a complaint for breach of contract, conversion, claim and 
delivery and other causes of action against Brace and Ms. Constantino on January 22, 2021. 
Generally, Plaintiff alleges that it manufactures and distributes a Class II medical device used to 
treat injuries that require compression and ice sold under the name "Game Ready." (Compl. ¶ 
8.) CoolSystems alleges Brace entered into a non-exclusive representative agreement with 
Plaintiff to act as a sales representative in a specified territory in California. (Compl. ¶ 9 and 
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Exh. A.) Plaintiff alleges that under the agreement, Ms. Constantino, as the principal of Brace 
who signed the sale representative agreement on behalf of Brace, is bound with Brace and 
jointly and severally liable under the agreement. CoolSystems alleges it terminated Brace as a 
sale representative in August 2020 pursuant to their contract, but that Brace and Constantino 
have not returned the Game Ready systems in their possession causing Plaintiff damages in 
excess of $107,000. (Compl. ¶¶ 13-15, 22.) 

Brace and Ms. Constantino were served with the summons and complaint on February 3, 2021. 
When they failed to respond, Plaintiff requested entry of defaults, and defaults were entered 
against each of them on March 16, 2021. Plaintiff filed an application for entry of a default 
judgment against Defendants on April 20, 2021. A default judgment against Brace and Ms. 
Constantino was entered on April 26, 2021, and Defendants were served with notice of entry of 
the default judgment by mail on April 30, 2021.  

Defendants filed the motion to vacate their defaults and set aside the default judgment on May 
24, 2021. CoolSystems has filed a "limited" opposition to the motion. Plaintiff does not take a 
position regarding whether the motion demonstrates mistake or excusable neglect as a basis for 
relief. (Opp. p. 3, fn. 1.) Plaintiff requests that if relief from default is granted, the Court order an 
award of attorneys' fees and costs for the attorneys' fees and costs incurred by Plaintiff to obtain 
the defaults and default judgment, and for opposing the current motion. 

Standard for Relief under Code of Civil Procedure § 473(b) 

Code of Civil Procedure § 473(b) includes both a mandatory and discretionary provision. A 
motion for relief under both of the provisions must be made within a reasonable time, no later 
than six months after entry of the default, judgment, order or "proceeding" from which the relief 
is sought, and must be accompanied by the proposed pleading, in this case the answer. (Code 
Civ. Proc. § 473(b).) The Clerk's entry of default is considered a proceeding and is the date from 
which the six-month deadline is measured. (Garcia v. Gallo (1959) 176 Cal.App.2d 658, 669 
["courts have interpreted the clerk's entry of default as a "proceeding" taken against the party, 
which marks the beginning of the period, even though the judgment on the default is not entered 
until later."]) (See also Weiss v. Blumencranc (1976) 61 Cal.App.3d 536, 541 [citing the date of 
entry of the default by the clerk as the date the six-month period begins to run under Code of 
Civil Procedure § 473].) 

Code of Civil Procedure § 473 is a remedial statute intended to be liberally applied to achieve 
the objective of determining actions on their merits. (Zamora v. Clayborn Contracting Group, Inc. 
(2002) 28 Cal.4th 249, 256 ["'the provisions of section 473 … are to be liberally construed and 
sound policy favors the determination of actions on their merits'"].) The law strongly favors 
granting relief to allow the party to have his day in court and resolve the case on the merits. 
(Rappleyea v. Campbell (1994) 8 Cal.4th 975, 980; Shapiro v. Clark (2008) 164 Cal.App.4th 
1128, 1139-1140.) Any doubts as to whether relief is warranted are to be resolved in favor of the 
party seeking relief. (Austin v. Los Angeles Unified School District (2016) 244 Cal.App.4th 918, 
929.) 

Section 473 is often applied liberally where the party in default 
moves promptly to seek relief, and the party opposing the motion 
will not suffer prejudice if relief is granted. [Citation omitted.] In 
such situations "very slight evidence will be required to justify a 
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court in setting aside the default." [Citations omitted; emphasis 
added.]  

(Elston v. City of Turlock (1985) 38 Cal. 3d 227, 233 [addressing setting aside default under 
Code of Civil Procedure § 473(b) which resulted in deemed admissions; case superseded by 
statute on other grounds].) (See also Mink v. Superior Court (1992) 2 Cal.App.4th 1338, 1343 
[“[w]hen the moving party promptly seeks relief [under section 473(b)] and there is no prejudice 
to the opposing party, very slight evidence is required to justify relief”].) 

The Motion Meets the Procedural Requirements for Relief 

The motion was filed timely within approximately three and a half months after entry of the 
defaults (March 16, 2021) and within one month after entry of the default judgment (April 26, 
2021). The motion is accompanied by a proposed answer to the complaint. (Prentice Decl. Exh. 
B.) The motion shows diligence by Defendants in contacting counsel for Plaintiff in an effort to 
have the default vacated, the reasonably prompt filing and service of the motion for relief 
thereafter, and an intention and readiness to defend the action by including their proposed 
answer with their motion. (Prentice Decl. ¶¶ 1, 2 and Exhs. A, B.)  

Grounds for Relief  

The motion is unclear as to whether it is made on the basis of mandatory relief for attorney fault, 
or discretionary relief based on the client Ms. Constantino's mistake. The notice of motion 
indicates only that the motion is made under Code of Civil Procedure § 473(b) and/or "general 
equitable principles within the discretion and jurisdiction of the Court." The memorandum 
includes authorities regarding mandatory relief, discretionary relief, and "equitable principles" 
based on extrinsic fraud or mistake.  

A. Mandatory Relief Caused by Attorney Not Applicable under the Facts Presented 
 

The mandatory provision of Code of Civil Procedure § 473(b) requires, among other things, that 
the motion be supported by an attorney affidavit of fault which demonstrates that entry of the 
default or judgment was caused by the attorney's fault. (Code Civ. Proc. § 473(b); Hernandez v. 
FCA US LLC (2020) 50 Cal.App.5th 329, 337.) The motion is supported by a declaration by an 
attorney, Ms. Kraeber, who represents Ms. Constantino in her wage claim before the Labor 
Commissioner. Both Ms. Kraeber's declaration and Ms. Constantino's declaration indicate that 
they had a conversation on January 25, 2021 in which Ms. Constantino declined to engage Ms. 
Kraeber to represent her in any lawsuit CoolSystems might file to recover the medical 
equipment because Ms. Constantino was not able to pay the fees Ms. Kraeber indicated would 
be required if Ms. Kraeber represented Defendants in the action. (Constantino Decl. ¶ 15; 
Kraeber Decl. ¶18.) 

Ms. Kraeber had no contact with Ms. Constantino from January 25, 2021, more than a week 
before she and Brace were served with the summons and complaint, and March 20, 2021, four 
days after the defaults were entered. (Kraeber Decl. ¶¶ 18-20; Constantino Decl. ¶¶ 15-19 and 
Exh. F.) After Ms. Constantino received service copies of the defaults, and after the defaults had 
already been entered by the Court, she had a discussion with Ms. Kraeber on March 22, 2021, 
in which, as reported by both Ms. Kraeber and Ms. Constantino, it was clear Ms. Kraeber did not 
and would not represent Ms. Constantino or her company in this lawsuit. (Kraeber Decl. ¶¶ 18-
20; Constantino Decl. ¶¶ 16-19 and Exh. F.) They again discussed that Defendants could not 
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pay Ms. Kraeber's anticipated fees. Ms.Kraeber explained the distinction between this suit and 
the Labor Commission claim in which Ms. Kraeber had agreed to represent Ms. Constantino, 
and Ms. Kraeber encouraged Ms. Constantino to seek bankruptcy advice. (Kraeber Decl. ¶¶ 19, 
20; Constantino Decl. ¶¶ 18, 19.) 

The record shows that the defaults and subsequent default judgment were not caused by or 
taken as a result of any fault of Ms. Kraeber. Mandatory relief for attorney fault under Code of 
Civil Procedure § 473(b) is therefore not available. (Hernandez v. FCA US LLC, supra, 50 
Cal.App.5th at 337.) 

B. Discretionary Relief 
 

The discretionary provision grants the Court discretion to relieve a party or his counsel from a 
default taken against the party "through his or her mistake, inadvertence, surprise, or excusable 
neglect." (Code Civ. Proc. § 473(b).) The motion be supported by a declaration showing the 
default or default judgment was entered as a result of the party's mistake, inadvertence, 
surprise, or excusable neglect. (Code Civ. Proc. § 473(b); Henderson v. Pacific Gas & Electric 
Co. (2010) 187 Cal.App.4th 215, 224-225.) A party seeking relief under the discretionary 
provision must show the mistake or neglect was excusable, a phrase that the courts have 
interpreted to mean one that any reasonably prudent person might have made under the same 
or similar circumstances. (Zamora v. Clayborn Contracting Group, Inc., supra, 28 Cal.4th at 
258.)  

The motion is supported by sufficient evidence that the defaults and the subsequent default 
judgment were taken as a result of Ms. Constantino's mistake, inadvertence, or excusable 
neglect to warrant vacating the defaults and setting aside the default judgment under the 
discretionary provision of Code of Civil Procedure § 473(b) and based on the liberal standards 
for granting relief under the case law. Ms. Constantino's declaration shows she intended to 
defend the action but was mistaken in believing that the deadline for her to respond to the 
Complaint was the June 16, 2021 date set for appearance at the case management conference, 
and she also apparently confused this proceeding with the proceedings on her pending claim 
before the Labor Commission. (Constantino Decl. ¶¶ 15-19.)  

The Court exercises its discretion and grants the motion for relief from the defaults and default 
judgment under the discretionary provision of Code of Civil Procedure § 473(b). The Court does 
not need to reach Defendants' third alternative argument that relief should be granted on 
"equitable" grounds, given the Court's determination that discretionary relief is warranted. 

Attorney's Fee Award 

The mandatory relief provision based on an attorney affidavit of fault requires the Court to direct 
the attorney to pay "reasonable compensatory legal fees and costs to opposing counsel or 
parties." (Code Civ. Proc. § 473(b).) For the reasons set forth, the Court does not find the 
mandatory provision to be applicable.  

The Court also may relieve a party of default under the discretionary provision "upon any terms 
as may be just" including awarding attorneys' fees and costs to the other party. Plaintiff requests 
an award of $5,114.00, the majority of which pertain to Plaintiff's review and opposition to the 
motion. The Court exercises its discretion not to award attorneys' fees and costs as a condition 
to granting relief. 
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A CMC is set for 12/16/21 at 8:30 a.m. 
 
In the event this ruling is timely contested, the hearing will be in person at the courthouse at 
9:30 a.m. In the event this ruling is contested, the Plaintiffs are to inform the court about the 
prospects of any recovery, assuming Plaintiff prevailed at trial. 
 

  

12.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC21-00649 
CASE NAME: SANTANDER CONSUMER VS QADAR, E 
HEARING ON APPLICATIO FOR WRIT OF POSSESSION ( FILED BY 
PLAINTIFF) 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
 Unopposed motion denied for lack of appropriate service. 

  

13.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSN20-1430 
CASE NAME: RE BLACK DIAMOND OWNERS ASSOCI 
HEARING ON PETITION TO REDUCE REQUIRED VOTING PERCENTAGE TO A ( 
MEND DECLARATION OF COVENANTS, CONDITIONS...) 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
 Unopposed motion granted. 

  

14.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSN21-0902 
CASE NAME: AMAYA JR. VS BUSHEY 
HEARING ON MINOR'S COMPROMISE 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
 Unopposed motion granted. 
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15.  TIME:  1:30   CASE#: MSC15-01622 
CASE NAME: MCMAHON VS HENDRICKS 
SPECIAL SET HEARING ON: TRIAL SETTING SET BY EX PARTE 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
 Appearance required so as to address the outstanding issues related to the Pre-Trial order 

  

16.  TIME:  1:30   CASE#: MSC15-01622 
CASE NAME: MCMAHON VS HENDRICKS 
HEARING ON MOTION TO/FOR ISSUE SANCTIONS OR, IN THE ALT, OSC RE: 
CONTEMPT FILED BY EAST COUNTY HOT SHOTS 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
Appearance required so as to address the outstanding issues related to the Pre-Trial order. 

 

 17.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC20-01382 
CASE NAME: SIMON VS CONTRA COSTA WATER DI 
HEARING ON FURTHER CASE MANAGEMENT CONTINUED FROM 7/14/21 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
[Continued to August 6, 2021 at 9:00 a.m. See Line 5.] 

  

 


